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O Muslims Searching For The Haq! Ignore 

‘Molvi’ Raghie’s Statements Defending 

Jamiat Fordsburg! 

Allah Ta’ala says in His Kalaam, “We strike Baatil with the Haq. It then 

smashes out the brains of Baatil. And, lo, it (Baatil) suddenly 

disappears!” (Qur’an) 

We are aware of Jamiat Fordsburg’s ‘Molvi’ Raghie coming on-air (on Radio so-called 

‘Islam’) and making some statements defending Jamiat Fordsburg, last week. Muslims 

with healthy Imaan and who are interested in seeking the Haq and following the Haq, 

will have no confidence in Jamiat Fordsburg any longer. Their opposing of the Masjid-

opening court-case will be a lifetime insult, injury and blemish to their reputation and 

name. 

Hence, perhaps trying to regain ‘trust’ and ‘confidence’ of the Muslim community, 

‘Molvi’ Raghie uttered some statements on Radio so-called ‘Islam’ – Jamiat’s 

mouthpiece which is also silent on exposing the Kuf of the Shi’as! These statements are 

perhaps to make Jamiat look like being the ones on the Haq and being the ones that 

consult and take guidance from seniors and Ulama in their doings, work, etc. 

His statements also appeared to question certain senior Ulama of South Africa and the 

newly formed Wifaaqul-Ulama of SA. As said before, these ploys and tricks of Jamiat 

Fordsburg should not bother Haq-seeking and Haq-following Muslims. Their claims 

don’t change them, unless their actions show an immediate change which is in 

conformity to the Shari’ah.  

Insha Allah, we shall issue further article/s on this issue.  

Note: We – Custodians of the Haq – are NOT affiliated to nor a member of Wifaaqul-

Ulama. Yes, we support ALL the Ulama that speak out the Haq. 

Muslims who have stopped contributing to Jamiat and 

their members, continue doing so! Raghie’s statements 

does not absolve Jamiat from their shenanigans! 
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